CLEARING A REGISTRATION AREA JAM ON LANIER 5X35/45 COPIERS
(ALSO APPLIES TO 5X22/27 SERIES)

JAM INDICATION
OPEN FRONT COVER
OPEN DUPLEXER
(IF INSTALLED)

OPEN RIGHT SIDE COVER
OPEN LOWER DOORS
OBSERVE LEAD EDGE OF PAPER
(MAY BE FURTHER DOWN)

ROTATE A1 DIAL DOWNWARDS
TO DRIVE PAPER UP
PULL PAPER STRAIGHT UP
DO NOT PULL PAPER DOWN!*

*PULLING PAPER DOWN MAY CAUSE IT TO CATCH ON THE REGISTRATION SENSOR, WHICH MAY.. (1) BREAK SENSOR OR (2) CAUSE IT TO TEAR OFF A SMALL PIECE OF PAPER, CREATING A CONSTANT JAM AND REQUIRING A SERVICE CALL.